


XFlow 2019x DATA SHEET 

Domain Generation 

Rutomatic domain generation (meshless technology) 
octree-like gnd 
Multi-cesolution scheme, refinement criteria· near 
static walls / adaptive refinement / user defined region 
(rectangular, spherical, cylinder and tubular refinement 
regions) I curvature adapted 
Low geometry requirements ("watertight" only) 
Geometry mo11on and wake/free surface adaptive 
refinement. domain is dynamically and automatically 
refined (meshless technology) 

Run 
Start computation / Start advanced computation/ Start 
FMU computation/ Stop-Resume computation/ Restart 
computation from a previous one 
FMU computation dialog bo, to perform co-simulations 
through FMI standard 
Batch mode available• command lines 
Serial multi-threaded computation (SMP) 
Distributed computation - MPI implementation supported� 
Intel, OpenMPI, MPICH2 
Job schedulers: LSF / SLUAM /PBS-Torque/ Custom 
Efficient scalability on shared and distributed memory 
environment 

Post-Processing 
Visualization mode: volumetric field/ surface field 
distribution /markers/ 1socontours 
Visualization utilities: cutting planes /vectors/ isosurfaces / 
stream tracers 
Function viewer for the monitoring of stability parameter /
forces/ moments/ probes data/ mass-momentum integrals 
Post-process operations and measurement: probes and 
sensors (which can be associated to an arbitrary, even 
moving, geometry or reference frame), lines measurement, 
surface integral / volume integral / custom field calculation 
Post-processing tools for signal processing: Power Spectral 
Density (PSO) + filtering window functions 
Instantaneous, average, standard deviation and RMS data 
available 
Discrete Phase Model (DPM): spherical particles defined 
with their materials properties driven by the flow and 
external accelerations 
export and import of post-processing setup for quicker 
analysis of simulation results 
Save XFlow simulation results on the 3DEXPERIENCE 
platform for post-processing 
export data to other formats: raw format/ VTK I ParaView
/ EnSight Gold/ CGNS / Surf<1ce data Abaqus / XFlow ASCII 
format/ NASTRAN thermal data 
Generate animations from the s1mulat1ons in video format 
or as images sequence 
Script and automation. numerical post-processing scripting 
possibilities (parsing numerical data binary file) 
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